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Protest turns violent for
Saint Mary's student
Robert Slaughter beaten, arrested by
police at Occupy Cal demonstration, As i)tStNc.~
bv Ashlev Ha1i1t
Editor-in-Chief

Courte sy of smcgaels.com

Jose Cabeza scores to lead Gaels over San Diego, 1-0, to claim
conference title, automatic NCAA Tournament bid. See Sports, page 8.

Sain Mary's 'Occupation'- moves forward
Group votes to focus on rising costs, plans walk-out, General Assembly
bV Krvsta Worthen
Staff Writer

As the Occupy movement
sweeps across the country, and
through the Bay Area, Saint
Mary's is following suit. Following the two-day teach-in last week,
the Occupy group on campus
met for a General Assembly last
Wednesday, to discuss what's
next. The meeting was advertised
on Facebook so students could

vote on proposals and keep the
movement going.
The main issue the students
chose to focus on was cost. Tuition, meal plans, and housing
costs are high and getting higher,
and they want to stop that. The
group discussed the issue that
tuition is raised each year and
how it is becoming increasingly
unaffordable. They want to know
why tuition is rising and how the

College expects students to be able
to afford it.
Another issue with cost is
meal plans: the group feels that
the meal plans are too expensive
and it is unfair that students are
forced to have a meal plan, as well
as that they are "forced" to live
on campus in "sub-par" housing.
The group also wants to address

see OCCUPY, p2

"Letters to Nepal" taking place next week
Chloe Doan seeks to forge meaningful relationships between students, children
bV Ashlev Hagin
Editor-in-Chief

Senior Chloe Doan spent the
first two and a half weeks of her
summer in Nepal volunteering
with national nonprofit organization Children of the Earth. Doan
and other volunteers created daylong programs aimed at "inspiring youth to change the world
around them, to do good, [and]
to feel empowered."
While in Napal, she met Jimmy
Lama, a man who grew up in the
Helambu region and has spent his
life improving children's education in that region. Inspired by
Lama's work, Doan decided to
create a hub for Children of the
Earth at Saint Mary's. One of
the club's goals is to raise money

for schools in Nepal - however,
Doan takes a different approach
to the fundraising.
"I don't like the idea of raising
money and giving it to them and
not being in contact with them,"
she says. Instead, Doan organized
"Letters to Nepal," taking place
this Thursday from 5:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. in Dryden, to give Saint
Mary's students a chance to introduce themselves to the children.
She hopes students will build a
relationship with the children,
continuing to write back and
forth in the future. This way, "the
children are getting money from
people they know, not strangers."
She adds, "People are more willing to invest if they know who
they're helping."

At the "Letters to Nepal"
event, students will have the
choice of writing a letter to a
child who understands English or
sending a postcard to a younger
child who can't yet speak English.
All students are invited to
participate. Those who wish to
participate but cannot attend the
event are encouraged to contact
Doan directly at cmd6@stmarysca.edu to find a child to communicate with. Doan will send off all
completed letters to Nepal.
In the future, the club plans
to host panels on Hinduism and
Buddhism, the two most widely
religions practiced in Nepal.
There may also be a second letterwriting event in the spring.
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"Shame on you! Stop beating
students," shouted protesters at
last Wednesday's Occupy Cal
movement as Saint Mary's senior
Robert Slaughter was brutally
beaten by police and arrested.
On Wednesday, Occupy Cal
protesters were informed by
Cal administrators that tents
would not be allowed, said Saint
Mary's graduate student Meleiza
Figueroa on Professor Suzi Weissman's radio show, Beneath the Surface on Friday. However, students
chose to put tents up anyway, and
riot police were moved in to break
up the tents.
By 9:30 p.m., Figueroa said,
police came back in to the establishment, "hitting students [and]
pulling them out [of the crowd]. "
Figueroa said she saw Slaughter
being pulled out of the crowd.
Slaughter detailed his expe:ience at the Occupy Cal event on
Weissman's Beneath the Suiface: "I
felt a cop's hand on my shoulder,
and he ripped me from the crowd,
sending me launching into another
officer." After being thrown to the
ground, he said, "I felt them beat
the side of me [with their batons]
and kick me, and this is while I'm
being handcuffed." He continued,
"After that I feel another cop ...
put his arms and hands around
my neck and he starts strangling
the hell out of me."
Slaughter was arrested and held
at the Glen Dyer, North County
Jail in Oakland, and later at Santa
Rita Jail, on three misdemeanor
charges: Remaining present at the
place of any riot, rout, or unlawful assembly, after the same has
been lawfully warned to disperse,
battery committed against a peace
officer, and resisting, delaying or

obstructing an officer. Battery,
defined by the State of California
as "any willful and unlawful use of
force or violence upon the person
of another," is punishable by "a
fine not exceeding two thousand
dollars ($2,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding
one year, or by both that fine and
imprisonment," according to the
California Penal Code.
His bail was set at $15, 000.
Students contributed funds raised
on campus through a candlelight
vigil and candy drive, as well as
through a PayPal account, and
local non-profit group UNITE,
led by union organizer Max Bell
Alper, who spoke at the Occupy
Saint Mary's Teach-In, posted
the remaining bail. Slaughter was
released Friday.
In a letter to some members
of the Saint Mary's Community, alumni Malena Hernandez
and Randy Menjivar noted that
Slaughlu, an African American
student , "has been the only
person (of about two dozen
individuals arrested Wednesday
night) who has not been released.
There are eye-witnesses that have
testified that Robert Slaughter
was singled out of the crowd and
beaten more aggressively than
any of the other protesters while
not acting any differently than
them. The only difference was
his skin color."
Hernandez and Menjivar called
on the Saint Mary's Community
to step up to support their fellow Gael. They asked, "Where
is Saint Mary's concern for the
poor and social justice in this
situation?" They expressed their
expectation that the College make
a statement condemning the
police's use of violent force, and

see SLAUGHTER, p2

Courtesy o Ran y Menjivar

Senior Robert Slaughter was a victim of police brutality while protesting
at Occupy Cal last Wednesday. Slaughter was released from jail on Friday.
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The Associated Students of
Saint Mary's College (ASSMC)
are tackling a new issue: sustainable water.
ASSMC is launching a "Tap
In" campaign to bring awareness to this issue, and students
are invited to attend a second
town hall meeting on Wednesday, November 30 from 12:40 to
2:00 p.m. to discuss sustainability on campus. The first 150 stu-

dents in attendance will receive
a free "Tap In" aluminum water
bottle and an informational
sheet detailing the importance
of refilling reusable water bottles
with tap water.
Before starting this campaign,
CILSA director Marshall Welch
and senior Lindsay Fukui of
the sustainability committee
discussed the impact of bottled
water on both the local and
larger world community at the
November 6 meeting. Welch and
Fukui noted that the water at

Saint Mary's is not only sustainable economically and sustainable health-wise, but is also far
better for the environment.
Each class senate will also
display information regarding
completed initiatives and plans
for the spring semester. Senior Damaris Nielsen, ASSMC
President, says she hopes to see
students "tapping in to issues
on campus," and encourages
students to attend the November
30 town hall meeting to learn
more about these issues.

OCCUPY: Group to show solidarity with Occupy Cal
continued from page 1
the College's motto of "Enter to
Learn, Leave to Serve," because
they feel it is difficult for students
to fulfill this motto when they are
faced with loans and debt due to
the cost of attending school.
The proposal that was voted
on and passed at the General

Assembly was for a walk-out on
Wednesday, November 16. At
noon on Wednesday, students
plan to walk out of class to show
their disapproval of the cost to
attend Saint Mary's. The walk
out will also be in solidarity with
Occupy Cal and Oakland school

d.1stncts,
.
. support
to sh ow t h eir
and that they are all moving
towards the same goal.
The Occupy Saint Mary's
group hopes to be able to have
another General Assembly at the
walk out, as well as possibly music.
or poetry performances.

Crime Be
11/4/2011
Incident: Infonnation (Incident ocCWTed 10/22/2011.
Synopsis: Student arrested for public intoxication off campus; referred
to Community Life.
11/4/2011
10:37 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia in Aquinas Hall;
referred to Community Life.
11/4/2011
11 :52 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.

Synopsis: Unde
o ession and
consumption of alcohol in Ageno
A; referred to Community Life.
5:11 a.m.
11/7/2011
Incident: Malicious mischief.
Synopsis: Park benches turned
upside down in quad area of De La
Salle Hall; referred to Community
Life.
l:OOa.m.
11/7/2011
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Candy machine vandalized and broken in Madigan Gym;
suspended.

1117/2011
7:20p.m.
Incident: Infonnation.
Synopsis: Student to student battery
off campus; referred to Community
Life.
11/10/2011
2:00 p.m.
Incident: Theft report.
Synopsis: Missing projector in Art
Department room; referred to CaTs
and Loss Preventions.
11/10/2011
3:00p.m.
Incident: Fire alann.
Synopsis: False alann in Warehouse; referred to Facilities
Services.

The idea of sitting down for
a prolonged period of time to
meditate and free the mind from
external thoughts and desires may
seem like an unattainable task to
the average person living outside a
convent or temple. Yet the cryptic
aura associated with meditation has
been simplified by contemporary
advocates of the practice who have
successfully demystified the ancient
practice, turning it into a practical
method of relaxing the body and
mind.
"Relaxation brings rest to the
body, mind, and spirit," Brother
Camillus Chavez noted during
his workshop on meditation. "It
releases stress and shifts the body
towards rest and reenergizing; the
mind, too, lets go of worries and
cares so that it arrives at peace and
calm."
Meditation is a natural and relaxing process of calming the mind
into a peaceful, altered state of
consciousness-a state of mind that
has the power to cure anything from
insomnia, anxiety, poor concentration, and even terminal diseases
like cancer. Brother Camillus was
diagnosed with cancer twice, but because he opened his spirit to God's
love through the relatively simple
meditative practices taught in Jose
Silva's "Method of Mind Control,"
he conquered what the doctors
deemed malignant and practically
incurable. Another woman in the
group, thanks to the guidance
of Brother Camillus' meditation
practice, survived the horrors of
breast cancer.
Once one has harnessed the infinite grace of God's (or nature's)
ever-peaceful spirit, that person
has the ability to pull from that
ubiquitous source of divinity as
a means of healing one's self or
others. As Brother Camillus lead
I the group through three successive
levels of meditation taught in the
Silva Method-the basic meditation
technique, a healing visualization,
and a meditation invoking "the
archetypal healing figure"-he
asked if anybody had a friend or
family member suffering from a
critical physical ailment, to which a
woman volunteered her elder friend
who suffers from chronic hip pain
brought on by a recent hip replacement procedure. Brother Camillus
mentally guided the group down
various lighted stairs and lush fields
into our innermost minds, shep·
herding us into an altered therapeutic state of consciousness-and by
focusing our awareness on healing
her friend's pain, the group was able
·to relieve her malady. Afterwards,
the woman called her friend to
validate the healing practice and
found that her pain had relieved at
the exact time of the meditation.
Brother Camillus holds workshop sessions every few months,
with the next in March, and he offers two varying meditation classes
regularly throughout the school
year. For more information, visit
www.BrotherCamillus.com.

Tuesday, November

Outdoor Adventures takes students on off campus excursions
bv Sara Desantis
Grab your paddleboards, skis,
and spelunking gear, Gaels, because the Great Outdoors is calling. Saint Mary's Recreational
Sports offers students a chance
to get off campus and explore the
diverse adventuring opportunities that the Bay Area
offers.
According to student
coordinator Alexis Hernandez , "Outdoor Adventures has to be one
of the best programs
to get involved with on
campus, and it allows
students to reach new heights
of adventure." A student-run
program, Outdoor Adventures offers unique events organized and
run by student trip leaders. Each
event attracts different groups from the regulars at Friday night
indoor rock climbing to larger
groups horseback riding in Half
Moon Bay, but since anyone can
join in any activity, the program

Soup & Substance
Tuesday, November 15
11 :00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sally Jamison
x4406

makes an ordinary weekend at
Saint Mary's extraordinary.
The College and RecSports
supplies most of the funding to
make sure that the trips are affordable for students. Normally,
it costs well over $100 to go white
water rafting in the spring, but
Outdoor Adventures offers this

During January Term, bus trips
to Lake Tahoe begin, which include lift tickets and lunch. With
the spring semester approaching and the amount of people
participating in the program
growing, Hernandez said she is
excited to go "Big" and attempt
more outgoing adventures such as
spelunking. Freshman trip
leader Lukas Yanni says
he is looking forward to the
Yosemite weekend camping trip. Whether students
want to climb Half Dome
-Alexis Hernandez ' ' or simply pitch a tent, the
camping trip is open to all
experience levels and offers
opportunity at a fraction of the fun for every person.
price. "All of our events are
As the fall semester begins to
aimed for everyone to take part, draw to a close, be sure to take adand all levels of experience are vantage of some of the approachwelcomed," Hernandez said . ing activities. Coming up is a trip
Trip leaders usually have experi- to Diablo Rock indoor climbing
ence in the various activities they gym and ice skating in Walnut
are conducting, and the program Creek. Any of the offerings can
often goes where there are addi- be a way to test your boundaries,
tional instructors, such as the surf or simply an opportunity to air
trip to Bolinas, CA.
out your brain.

Meditation with Br. Camillus
Tuesday. November 15
l l :40 a.m. - I 2:20 p.m.
Main Chapel

" All of our events are aimed

Contact Joanne Angerame
x4366

for everyone to take part in

The Poetry Editor Conference

Tuesday, November 15
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p_m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Brenda Hillman
x4457

Mexican Film Series
Tuesday, November 15
Thursday, November 17
Sunday, November 20
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m..
~215

Religion, consumer capitalism discussed at Disney Forum
Corey Anton examines topics from 'intersection of communication, philosophy'
bV Charlie Guese
Staff Writer

Corey Anton, a professor
of Communication Studies at
Grand Valley State University in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, spoke
to a crowd at the Soda Center on
Thursday night.
Anton's lecture, which was part
of a series of lectures in the Disney
Forum, discussed the relationship
between consumer capitalism and
religious fundamentalism. Anton
approached these topics from the
intersection of communication
and philosophy.
"Could consciousness have not
been? The more that we are willing to say that consciousness could
not have not been [sic], the more
that we are implicated in our own

obligations and responsibilities,"
Anton said. He addressed issues
associated with the acceptance of
consciousness and humans as selfaware beings, as well as the finite
nature of humanity.
This was parlayed into a greater
question concerning the possibility
of eternal life. In the cornerstone
of his lecture, Anton asked the
audience, "Can you forgive God,
can you forgive the cosmos, if you
were to discover that there is no life
after this one?" Anton also decried
religious fundamentalism and
dogmatism, arguing that they do
not lead to living an authentic life.
Anton's ideas were followed by
a tough and impromptu round
of questioning from Philosophy
Professor Patrick Downey, who

countered by saying, "From what
you're .saying, I'm suspicious that
perhaps the burden of your argument is that the universe and consciousness won't let me be good,
and the reason that you (Anton)
are hostile to dogmatism is because
Christian
dogma is
centered
around
the concept that
you can't
be good,
and that
y ou ' re
r esponsible for
i t , and
your ar-

gument is shifting the blame to
other people or the cosmos and
consciousness for the inability to
be good and the restrictions of
humanity."
Communication Professor Ed
Tywoniak coordinated the event.

o b
Slaughter ," to
update
the community
on any
news regarding
Slaughter's arrest and
release.

R

E.un your Doctor of Phy>ical Therapy (DPT) degree in just 31 month>
from Azusa Pacific University, and gain a solid, genera.list pcr~pective of patient
care. All yuu need is a bachelor's degree in biology, phy,ical education, applied
health, or a related field.

Program Benefits
Tbe DPT program prepares you for entry- level posi tions in orthopedics,
neurology, cardiopulmonology, ~linical clectrophysiolugy, pediatrics,
geriatrics, and sports medicine.
You qualify for leadership positioru. in hospitals, private clinics, sports
dinics, rehabilitation centers, pain clinics, government ctgencies, home and
community health care programs, <md research projects.
The program enables you to join one of the fastest growing c.;cctors
in health care.

,.
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CALL II (800) 825-5278

vvill not be publishing another issue until
December 6.

Hunger Banquet
Tuesday, Novemt.er 1.S
6:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
SodaCenter
Contact Ryan Lamberton

x4975
The Hangover II
Tuesday, November 15
9:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Hip-Hop & Social Justice
Series
Monday, November 21
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Schonfeldt-Aultman
x8753

continued from page 1
lagher subsequently sent out a message to the community in which
he acknowledged his concern for
Slaughter's well-being and his
support for the efforts put forth by
students and faculty to organize the
mmmunity in supporting Slaughter. "I am proud to be a part of a
community that supports one another in times of need," he wrote.
Menjivar and fellow Saint
Mary's alumni Jose Alvarez created a Facebook page, "I Stand With

Contact Alvaro Ramirez
x4771

Jefferson Movie Showing
Wednesday, November 16
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 17
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Barry Horwitz
x4439

SLAUGHTER: Race considered a
factor in magnitude of police brutality
" demand that [the College does]
not just make a statement, but
that [it] actively works to seek justice for Rob, whether it includes
legal and/ or financial support, in
both his release and trial, as well
as in seeing that the perpetrators
who assaulted Robert be the ones
behind bars for actual crimes
committed , as this is a direct act
of violence against our community and a child of God. "
President Brother Ronald Gal-
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CLICK II www.apu.edu/requesVgrad
EMAIL // graduatecenter@apu.edu

AZUSA PACIFIC
UN I VERSITY

901 E. Alosta Ave. • Azusa. CA 91702

Buddhism Panel
Tuesday, November 22
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Keith Annis
x4352

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details of you~
event at:
collegia@.stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual dub meetings.
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OPiNioN
Remember

Herman Cain still running despite scandal

those who Inconsistent statements and rude remarks don't deter support
bv Gabi Reves-Acosta
who claim to have been talked to or still remain relevant in the polls. become public, he did not act to
touched inappropriately.
press He is still considered a serious Re- combat them. He also released
served you
n the past weeks Herman Cain conferences, Cain comes across publican frontrunner. He remains statements that contradicted with
Staff Writer

by Simon Trvzna
Assistant Sports Editor

n November 11, a rainy
Friday morning, I woke up
at around 8:00 a.m. and did what
any normal college student would
do: go on Facebook and finish their
homework that was due at 9: 10.
Normally I would scroll through the
news feed, check to see if anyone
stalked my pictures, and then go and
think of a discussion question for my
Seminar class after doing my reading the night before. But this Friday
morning, some of my friend's statuses caught my eye; everyone was
excited about November 11, a day
when the clock strikes 11: 11 people
are supposed to make a wish of epic
proportions and hope it comes true.
Sadly, I did not find a million dollars
under my pillow after I came back
from the Saint Mary's beatdown of
Fresno Pacific. Even worse, many
people did not acknowledge and
thank our troops and veterans on
Veterans Day.
My friend Connor summed up
my thoughts perfectly in a well
written status: "Thanks to all the veterans who have served. I also want
to thank all of my friends who are
currently serving: you guys are brave
and it's definitely an honor." After
graduating from high school, I was
privileged enough to go to college
and get an education. Unlike in other places, such as my native country
of Belarus, I had a choice of what I
wanted to do after high school. My
former classmates in Belarus did not
-- they were forced to enlist in the
army, go through rigorous training,
and serve for a few years before they
could start their higher education.
By choosing to dedicate years of
their lives to protect our freedom,
troops and veterans deserve to have
a day where they are recognized and
remembered for their dedication
and loyalty to our country. Going to
class and forgetting all about them is
simply absurd.
Aside from having students write
thank you notes to veterans, the
Saint Mary's community failed to
do its part remembering veterans. Instead of having classes on Friday, the
College should have partnered with
a group of veterans to do service
for the community, letting students
interact with them and learn from a
firsthand source of what it takes to
serve our country.
The Armed Forces have had a
direct impact on this college. Former
President Ford was stationed at this
school and served as a naval instructor here. Assumption Hall was
erected by the Navy during World
War II. It confuses me that Saint
Mary's, a school that prides itself
on community service and has a
history of aiding the Navy, does little
for Veterans Day. I guess it's a good
thing that when the second 11 :11
came around at night, I wished
that next year my school would
do something special for Veterans
Day 2012 instead of just the usual
Friday schedule. I'm hopeful that,
unlike my first wish, this one actually comes true.

O

I

has done a lot of denying. He
has had to deny allegations of sexual harassment by not one, but several women who have worked with
or for him in past years. Yet, no
matter how many times he insists
that he is innocent he cannot help
but look increasingly guilty. I am
a firm believer in giving people the
benefit of the doubt, but it's a little
difficult to do that when there has
been a literal procession of women

In

as bumbling and ridiculous, his
bravado making him less and less
likeable. The fact that he acts as if
these allegations are not worth his
serious consideration just goes to
show how he does not seem to understand the full scope and nature
of them. He acts disrespectful, as
if he discounts the feelings of all
those involved.
Yet, what is most bizarre of all
is that Cain somehow manages to

popular despite these allegations,
along with his unclear positions
on policy and embarrassing gaffes.
In another time or with a candidate of a different party, Herman
Cain would have made himself
a pariah, but he still soldiers on,
gaining more money and support
by the day.
Ironically, he has gained much of
this support by playing himself as a
victim of racism. In past elections
where the Republican Party would
have us believe that race is not pertinent, it suddenly is. Conservatives
like Ann Coulter rush to his aid,
and Cain's followers provide lots
of money to help. A party that typically charges others with pulling
"the race card" has been dealing full
hands in defense of Cain.
What is also difficult to believe is
just how clumsily Cain has handled
the sexual contentions. Although
he knew that the charges would

each other. He began by saying
that he was unaware of a settlement
between accusers and the National
Restaurant Association. He then
revealed that he did know of it but
that he did not know details, which
then led him to make details public.
Even though it is odd that these
inconsistencies have not led Cain
out of the running, it should really come as a surprise to no one.
Cain's supporters do not care that
he makes horrible statements, like
that he would not appoint a Muslim to his cabinet (which he later
apologized for) or that he wants to
build an electric fence at the border.
They do not seem bothered by the
sexual harassment charges or by
the odd approach that Cain takes
with disputing them . What will be
interesting to see is how much longer he will stay afloat and whether
the Republican Party will drown
with him.

Satire: Gaddafi and the devil have a conversation
Deceased leader's point of view reveals irony of Occupy Wall Street
bJ Paul CNnaoii
Contributing Writer

eanwhile, in Hell ...
"Time's up!" yells a
dragon-scaled Warden to a group
of prisoners huddled around a
small television. The prisoners
return to their cells, but one remains ...
"Colonel!" shouts the demon,
this time waving his pitchfork in
front of him. Still the prisoner
continues to watch the scenario
unfolding on the television.
Onscreen is a riotous gathering.
The sea of protestors as diverse as
can be, but all are united by a common feeling. They are all wedged
between the fine line of hope and
hopelessness.
A concussion grenade explodes
in the midst of a protesting bunch.
Moments later, a young man still
outfitted in his camouflage regalia
is dragged away. Not too far from
this, a demonstrator with a sign

M

that reads "Stop Police Brutality"
is beaten and cuffed for "disturbing the peace." Finally, a stay
at home mother of two, and a
recently laid off desk clerk are led
away in handcuffs. When they ask
the arresting officer what they are
being charged with, he twitches
his mustache and spits on the floor
before uttering, "Trespassing."
"Hey!" yells the Warden. This
time he succeeds in getting the
Colonel's attention. "Look here
prisoner, I know you just got here
and all, but you best learn to take
orders. Do you understand?"
The Colonel raises his thick,
bushy eyebrows and smirks. In
a North African accent he asks,
"Who are these people on the
television."
"Americans," grunts the demon.
The Colonel looks shocked for
a moment. Quickly, his surprised
expression gives way to a lighter,
almost comical look.

"And why are these Americans
being harmed in the streets?"
"Isn't it obvious? They disagree
with the government."
The Colonel falls to the floor,
paralyzed with unceasing laughter.
"What's so funny?" asks the
demon.
"Nothing . .. It's just, I had the

same problem a few weeks ago ... "
"Yeah and how'd you handle
it?"
"The same way the Americans
are handling it now .. . "
"And how'd that work out for
you?"
The Colonel stops laughing and
looks around, "Well I'm in Hell,
aren't I?"

100 Word Rants
Original tests, please

Where my socks at?

hate it when professors use
computer generated test
banks from textbook companies
to write exams. I think that it's
ironic that professors stress the
fact that exams are supposed to
"test what you learn in class"
when professors rely on what
the book wants to test you on
and not what they want to test
you on. Sure, it takes a long
time to write multiple choice
questions, but in the 20+ hours I
put into studying for your exam,
you could at least put the same
amount of time into writing
it. Stop being lazy, and write
my test.

Really? It's just water

bv Sara Desantis

bv George Robles

bJ Katie Poner

Assistant Opinion Editor

Sports Edi tor

Opinion Editor

aundry is great - it makes
my clothes smell nice and
it also serves as a good way to
procrastinate. What's not great is
when I'm folding my laundry and
I find socks missing. Every time.
Every single time I am missing
socks. This is injustice! Anarchy1
Where are my socks? I check the
washers and dryers as thoroughly
as inspecting a crime scene, but I
have still not found the partners
to my lone socks who now sit
abandoned in my drawer. Obviously, we have a sock-napper in
Saint Mary's and I am ready to
take my revenge. Sock-napper,
I'm on to you.

ecSports at Saint Mary's
is a flat-out joke. Specifically intramural basketball,
where a player can't even come
close to the ball without being
called for an unnecessary foul.
You know it's bad when a player
has to explain a rule to one of
the referees. At most colleges and
universities, intramural sports are
taken seriously, but here at Saint
Mary's, it is hard to even enjoy
playing because it is so unorganized. You would think a job to
organize a few basketball games
and teaching some "referees" a
few rules would be easy, right?
I guess not.

henever it rains in Lamorinda, everyone suddenly
becomes a horrible driver. I don't
know why people feel the need to
go ten under the speed limit and
break around every corner, but
it's obnoxious. Come on, you're
acting like there's a blizzard and
the streets are frozen over. It's
completely unacceptable to drive
like your car could go out of control at any moment when it's only
sprinkling and 50 degrees. And
even if it is raining hard, you're not
going to hydroplane at 35 MPH.
I don't care if the roads are wet,
drive like a normal person and stop
being an idiot.

bv Jazo Moises
Assistant Deto_u_r _E-di-to_r _
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Penn State

shows how
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not to act
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bv Sara DeSanlis
Assistant Opinion Editor

veryone now knows that Penn
State University president
Graham Spanier and head football
coach Joe Paterno have been fired
after failing to report knowledge of
assistant coach Jerry Sandusky's
sexual abuse of preteen boys. Sandusky himself has been charged
with 40 counts of sexual abuse and
is under arrest. So what is the result?
A riot ensues as Penn State students
and other supporters join together
to rally for their "JoePa," and a
video montage of Paterno is aired
during a halftime. Lifelong fan of
Penn State, Dave Young shared his
thoughts: "I love Penn State football,
always will love Penn State football.
Tough week, cried in my office a
couple times when I had moments
to myself."
Can someone please tell me where
all common sense and moral responsibility went? Have we become so
disassociated from each other that we
turn away from a crime happening
before our very eyes, or bemoan the
loss of football coach who ignored
the pain of young children, and
decided to save himself and his job
instead of alerting the authorities?
Some people argue that it's bystander psychology- a phenomenon
in which the greater amount of people present, the less likely people are
to help a person in distress. The most
famous example of this is the brutal
murder of Kitty Genovese in 1964,
when she was attacked and stabbed
to death while more than a dozen
people nearby ignored her screams
and carried on with their lives.
Why is this? In a society where we
seem to be hardwired to our social
media, emails, instant messaging,
and news updates, we sure seem to be
doing a great job of ignoring what is
happening around us. Are we so selfabsorbed with our perfect, enclosed
lives that we have become alienated
from our fellow humans beings?
For Joe Paterno and the other men
involved in the case at Penn State,
yes. They knew what Sandusky was
doing and saw that information as a
threat to the future of their group and
themselves. It's sickening to· know
that solidarity with a football team
takes priority over the abuse and rape
of young children. It is equivalent to a
person of power shrugging and stepping over the body of a broken child.
Personally, I don't care if Paterno
or anyone else who witnessed what
Sandusky was doing was in denial.
What I do care about is the fact that
people are so unable to think about
something else besides themselves
that they cannot make an effort to
stop an atrocious act from occurring
right in front of them, whether it is
child abuse or murder. Even if there
is no legal requirement to report
vulgar deeds, there should be a moral
imperative that encourages us to
do right by each other. We should
be responsible for each other, and
if anything good is ever going to
be accomplished by us, then we
need to start acting like we care
about others.

E

Republican shortfalls ensure a blue 2012
To win, they've got to do better than a guy named Newt
bv Kalie Poner
Opinion Editor

Th.ate to tell you this, but the
l.2012 election is not going to be
as close as you think. Unless things
change, there's no way Obama can
lose.
A lot of you are going to say I'm
wrong, that Obama's been a terrible
president, or that the Americans are
so angry at incumbent politicians that
they're sure to vote him out of office.
But whatever you think, Obama will
win in 2012 because the Republican
Party does not have a presidential
candidate capable of beating him.
Just look at the candidates. Cain
is in the middle of a sexual assault

scandal. It's becoming apparent that
Perry is a bigger idiot than Bush.
Bachmann is clearly insane. Gingrich's first name is an amphibian.
Google Santorum's name and you'll
see what he's synonymous with.
Ron Paul is running for candidacy
in the wrong party. Huntsman might
be a viable candidate, if he wasn't
Romney Light. And Romney is the
Republican's most stable candidate,
but his own party doesn't even want
to vote for him. This means that,
unless the Republicans can come
up with someone better, Obama is
going to win.
The truth is that, unless you are
conservative, Obama has not been
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tion. This was at a time when Bush
was unpopular. But he won anyway.
Why? The Democrats nominated
a poor candidate. Many voters saw
that election as choosing the lesser
of two evils, and they chose the one
they were familiar with. Romney is
currently the best of the Republicans,
but he's just another Kerry.
Yes, I know this is a year early, but
look at the circumstances. None of
the Republican candidates are very
good, and nobody else is stepping up.
Unless he has a personal screw up or
the economy collapses, Obama appears stable to the average American.
Plus, he can pronounce nuclear and
isn't crazy. Just do the math.

Letter to the Editor

Kalmanovitz School of Education offers you an unparalleled
learning experience with supportive guidance, focusing on
your individual needs.

TUESDAY, NOV.15

a bad president. He hasn't been a
spectacular one either, but he's been
alright considering the situation he
was elected into. Yes, people with
conservative points of view think he's
the Anti-Christ, but the majority of
the country is not conservative. The
majority of the country isn't liberal
either; most American people are
moderate independents, and to predict the 2012 election you have to see
politics through their eyes.
This means that, although the
public is mad at incumbents, nobody
is going to put an untrustworthy
person in the highest office in the
country. Just look at the 2004 election; Bush beat Kerry to win reelec-

KALMANOVITZ

SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Dear Editor,
I honestly did not know what
to think of the Occupy movement
until now. The police crossed a
line when they beat and arrested
a member of the Saint Mary's
family I have grown to respect and
love throughout my years at the
College. Robert Slaughter, class
of 2012, was taken into custody
on Wednesday, November 9, 2011
for taking part in a non-violent
demonstration, Occupy Cal. The
Occupy movement is completely
non-violent and a call for accountability and fairness, things that are
severely lacking in this world. They
may target the 1% for these problems, but these are values 100% of
us need.
The police have beaten back protesters, injuring many for merely using their First Amendment rights.
The First Amendment applies to all
people living in the United States,
no matter who they are. This is one
of the reasons we should be thankful that we live in a democratic
society, where people of different
world views are able to express
themselves in a civil, non-violent
manner without fear. When I heard
about what happened to Robert, I
was shocked. My eyes were opened
more than ever to the fact that the
First Amendment was under heavy
assault by our own government, the
very First Amendment I was taught
by the editors I worked with on the

Collegian for three and a half years
to practice without fear.
Although we all may not agree
with the Occupy movement or
the viewpoints of their members,
what is important is that we come
to the aid of other human beings
when they are in need. Thankfully,
the response was overwhelming.
Many members of both the Saint
Mary's community and the UC
Berkeley community have secured
the money necessary for Robert's
release. We were able to bail Robert out on the evening of Friday,
November 11.
There have been some who
believe Robert has actually done
some of the things he has been
charged with, which currently
include misdemeanor assault on
the police and resisting arrest.
Robert is not the kind of person
to use violence or any means of
force on another human being. I
have personally known him for
several years and he has made a
positive impact not only on Saint
Mary's students but on practically
everyone he has met.
However, the fight is not yet over.
Robert still needs legal assistance in
order to stay a free man. If any of
you know any lawyers who are willing to take on Robert's case, please
contact them as soon as possible.
Thank you,
Jose Alvarez, Class of 2010
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Keep busy during Thanksgiving Drake loses the attitude
Bay Area can be entertaining during long weekend Take Care shows rapper's sensitive side
bv Jamie Douglas
Staff Writer

If you are staying on campus
this Thanksgiving Break, get outside and enjoy the crisp air! There
are plenty of things to do in the
Bay Area, but here are some of
the best events and places to go
after you've eaten all that turkey.
If you like weird science, head
over to the Exploratorium in
San Francisco. There you will
find hundreds of exhibits where
you can explore and play out of
the cold, including a giant ring
of mist that rises 30 feet into the
air, or for the inner geek, a calculator powered by gravity! The
Exploratorium is open 10am5pm Tuesday-Sunday (but closed
Thanksgiving), and admission is
only $15.

Bundle up for the cold, and
head out to the San Jose Flea
Market, the largest in the world!
Open all day Friday, you will find
colorful alleys and c9rridors full
of jewelry, clothing, collectibles,
comic books, belt buckles and
much more. Organic vegetables
are plentiful in the produce row,
and if you don't feel like eating
healthy, there are corn dogs and

barbeque stands as well. For a
small parking fee, you can enjoy
the market all day at 1590 Berryessa Road in San Jose, CA.

head to 368 Santana Row, San
Jose CA, where you will find free
parking, but get there early to beat
the crowds!

If you're an outdoorsy adventurer, head up the coast to the
quiet Muir Woods, part of the
Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. Just II miles north of the
famous Golden Gate Bridge, you
will find a cool, moist forest decorated with fall colors and crunchy
leaves. TheI"e are plenty of hiking
trails, and it is a beautiful getaway
to avoid the crazy post Thanksgiving shoppers. To get here,
visit their website http:/ /www.
nps.gov /muwo/planyourvisit/ directions.htm for directions; they
don't have a GPS friendly address! Admission is $5 per person.

Lions, tigers and bears, oh my!
At the Oakland Zoo you can see
660 native and exotic animals,
divided into biomes that imitate
their natural habitats. The zoo
works to create a safe and educational environment for kids and
adults to learn about conservation
of the world's resources. Closed
Thanksgiving Day, the rest of the
weekend you can enjoy all day
animal entertainment for $13.75.

The biggest day of shopping
all year is almost upon us. Why
not try Santana Row in San
Jose for all your Black Friday
needs. A 24-hour extravaganza
begins at midnight of Thanksgiving Day, and continues until
midnight Black Friday. Here you
can find racks of fashion, special
early Christmas gifts, exclusive
discounts, and plenty of places
to grab a bite to eat. To get here,

Some people just can't wait for
Christmas, and soon there will
be a perfect time to kick off the
holiday season. After you are
all shopped out on Black Friday,
head over to the Embarcadero
in San Francisco for the Holiday
Building Lighting and Winter
Carnival. Entertainment will begin at 4pm, followed by lighting
of the buildings around a special
performance from Disney on Ice
at 6pm. The countdown to the
official lighting will be followed
by a spectacular fireworks display.
The event is free, and easily accessed by BART.

Score Versace on the cheap
Italian couture meets Swedish fast fashion empire
bV Holland Enke
Staff Writer

One thing can be said for
Versace's new line for H&M: it
is not for the faint of heart. The
collection explodes with piercing
brights, outrageous patterns, bold
images, and intricately arranged
studs. The line is daring yet cool,
innovative yet classic. For those
who aren't afraid of some color,
there are plenty of electric hues
to choose from: a hot pink shift
dress with an array of studs, a
pair of turquoise and blue leggings smattered with a bold
tropical print, and a cheetah print
miniskirt accented with an image
of a sunset. For those looking for
a little less color, the collection
offers a spunky leather jacket and
a flirty yet edgy tulle skirt, both

sporting the classic Versace logo.
The two put together just exude
cool.
But what makes this collection
so creative and amazing is how

Join other tobacco users nationwide and give up
tobacco for 24 hours in celebration of the

Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 17th
For more information please contact:
healthcenter@stmarys-ca.edu or (925)631-4254

the line's showstoppers are actually some of the simplest pieces in
the collection: a basic black dress
modernized with sharp cut-out
shoulders (and worn by the al-

bV Gabi Reves-Acosta
Staff Writer- -

Drake
Take Care

Drake's sophomore

album,

Take Care, picks up where Thank
Me Later left off. The lyrical and

easily listenable songs that characterized his first album are still
prevalent in this one. Drake is
still scorning the trite and used
themes that most of his peers use,
instead choosing to rap about
emotions, the feelings and hesitations that come with being famous and falling in and out of
love. Like a humble Kanye, he
still finds a way to describe what
is deeply personal while appealing to people who have never
made millions or lived the "good
life."
Yet, the fundamental difference between Take Care and
Thank Me Later is that although
Drake still sounds as insightful
and melancholy as he did before,
he is much more willing to acknowledge the fact that he is one
of the genre's new wunderkinds.
The album is full of big names
and the songs are full of big productions, with sweeping arcs and
chattering beats that have you
nodding your head or chanting
along with the chorus before you
even realize you are doing so.
Nicki Minaj, Rick Ross, Andre
3000, and even Stevie Wonder
garner guest appearances in his

Grade: "Doing It Wrong"
feat. Stevie Wonder
Download: A-

DiCaprio shines in J. Edgar
Political movie is impressive but too long
bvJenPenu
Staff Writer

ways glamorous Sophia Coppola
to the line's launch party), a black
leather shift dress accented by an
elaborate arrangement of studs,
and a black dress with fitted bodice top, intertwining straps, and
flowing layered skirt. These pieces are so gorgeous and daring but
not in your face outrageous.
The line will launch on November 17, and although two
hundred dollars for a Versace
dress is a total steal, it is a rather
steep price for H&M. So when
you hit up your local store for
some daring new pieces, expect
· great clothes, but perhaps not so
great prices. Whether you're the
girl who loves rocking the tough
leather jacket or feel like going
bold in red and hot pink floral
pants, you will find your niche in
this new collection. But shoppers
beware, these prices, just like the
clothes, are not for the weak.

songs, but Drake is somehow able
to keep up and not be outshined
by his famous guests.
"Marvin's Room" is one of
the highlights of the album, an
epic drunk dial that shows Drake
pleading with a woman to take
him back. With darkly melodic
sounds peppering the background, he somehow pulls off a
desperate phone call in a classy
way that nobody else could pull
off. "Headlines," the wildly popular song that begins like an 80's
song, lets his true colors shine.
Drake lets loose here, his naturally somber voice rapping that it
is about "Me, myself, and all my
millions."
As mentioned earlier, Drake
mixes an array of emotions. At
times he sounds lost in his selfpity, yet he also has the ability to
sound excessively arrogant. His
tenderness and thoughtfulness
are combined to come together
and make an album that at times,
blurs the line between genres.
R&B, hip-hop, and even dance
blend to make Take Care into an
album that expertly shows off
what has made him so famous
and so transcendent. This is reflected perfectly in his love song
with Rihanna, where he lets us
know that, "When you're ready,
just say you're ready." Take Care
makes sure that you are, and if
you aren't? Drake makes it clear
that he didn't need you anyway.

J Edgar is the story of one of
the most powerful men in American history, J. Edgar Hoover,
brilliantly portrayed by Leonardo DiCaprio. Directed by Clint
Eastwood, it tells the story of
Hoover's rise to power and of his
contributions to the world of law
enforcement - a fingerprint database, forensics, helping to make
kidnapping a federal offense,
wiretapping, and the formation
of the FBI itself. The script, by
Dustin Black, also takes some
educated guesses about Hoover's
private life, what there was of
it - his relationship with Tolson
(Armie Hammer), his mother
(Judi Dench), and his secretary
Helen Gandy (Naomi Watts).
It's obvious that DiCaprio's
performance as Hoover is brilliant; he manages to capture the
essence of the past president
with his speech, expression, and
movement, while still being able
to command the screen. When
an actor is usually set against a
role that requires one to be a total
character, most times audiences
see the actor playing the character rather than the character itself. This can be seen with some
performances of Johnny Depp.
While I highly admire Depp, he
often does roles that are too over
characterized, leading people to
see the man behind the makeup

rather than what he is supposed
to be. DiCaprio does not fall under this category in this case; even
when Hoover is depicted in his
older years we see the president
rather than the actor playing the
president. Hammer and Watts are
also wonderful in their supporting
roles.
But as much as I praise the acting, I fear I feel different for the
rest of my review on the film. In
my opinion, Eastwood's directing
is either a hit or miss (hits including Million Dollar Baby, Mystic
River, and Gran Torino. Misses including Space Cowboys, Hereafter).
Eastwood decided to flash from
past and present in the film. This
back-and-forth led the film to be
somewhat unsteady and uneven
in terms of how well the audience
can focus on the story and its content. The film also endures for
nearly two and a half hours; this
isn't new for Eastwood since most
of his films tend to be long. But in
this case, the audience could feel
the long duration of the film due
to its sometimes boring and weakscripted moments.
I urge those who want to see
DiCaprio perform brilliantly to
see the film. His great performance, along with the supporting
class, stands as the only factor for
possible Oscar nominations for
the film.
Grade: B
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Men's basketball impresses in opener

PATERNO: Penn State legacy tarnished
continued fro_m page 8

Jones leads Gaels with double-double in first game

bJ George Robles
Sports Editor

Tbe Saint Mary's Gaels men's
basketball team had a 98-56 statement win over visiting Fresno
Pacific on Friday night. Senior

Rob Jones led the Gaels with
25 points on 10-13 shooting and
added 12 rebounds.
The Gaels dominated from
the start, shooting 57 percent
from the field in the first half to
take a 48-28 lead into the locker

room . The story was the same in
the second half, as senior Clint
Steindl came off the bench to nail
four three-pointers to finish with
14 points.
Sophomore guard Stephen Holt
had a career-high I 0 assists in the
game, where he also had a gamehigh four steals. Total, the Gaels
had 12 steals on the night, turning
most of them into points.
Overall, the Gaels used a balance attack of scoring as ten different players scored at least four
points in the game. Jorden Page
and Matthew Dellavedova had
solid games in the backcourt, scoring 12 and I 0 points respectively.
Forward Beau Levesque started
the game and saw his first action
since 2010 after sitting out last
season due to injury. He finished
with eight points, which included
two three-pointers.
In other news, the Gaels siggned highly recruited forward
Chris Reyes this past week to
a National Letter of Intent. The
6'7" Reyes will join the men's
basketball team for the 2012-2013
season. He is currently ranked
inside the top 150 prospects in the
nation. He averaged 17.7 points,
I 0.3 boards and 4.9 blocks for
Damien High School last season
as a junior.
Next, the Gaels will have this
week off before traveling to Denver on November 23.

Former Penn Sate Head Coach Joe Paterno fired after scandal.

kept this a secret that bothers me.
It is that he is a role model for all
of the kids he's coached. After 45
years as a head coach, you would
think Paterno would know right
from wrong.

Penn State's historic football
legacy will forever be tarnished.
A man whose motto has been
"success and honor," has successfully dampened his reputation as
an honorable coach and person.

MSOCCER: NCAA Tournament up next
continued from p~a~g~e_
8 _ _ _ __

like approach and the urgency
of a wee championship team.
Malcolm Alugas, a senior and
defender for the Gaels, couldn't be
happier about the result. "Things
were getting tense, but I stayed on
my level," Alugas said. Alugas
has led the Gaels this year to ten
shutouts and a top five ranking for
defense in the NCAA.
The only goal came in the 69th
minute off of a cross from Morro
Sarabia. Jose Cabeza controlled

the ball at the top of the goal box
and fired it in with the outside
of his foot into the side netting
of the goal. "Morro got subbed
in the second half, and he just
started ballin' !"Alugas exclaimed.
With ten minutes remaining in the
game, Eli Galbraith-Knapp received his second yellow card and
was ejected. The Gaels remained
in control and completed their
tenth shutout along with claiming
the wee title.

CAMPAIGN JOBS!
To defend human right•

Saint Mary's takes third place in Chicago
Gaels lose to OePaul, defeat Montana at buzzer
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PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Doug Herrick
Men's Soccer
Guard Jackie Nared scored 19 points and added ten boards in a win on Saturday night.

bJ Simon Tmna
Assistant Sports Editor

Opening the season on the
road against a ranked opponent
is never an easy task, but the
Gaels played valiantly on Friday
keeping pace with l 9'h ranked
DePaul throughout the first half,
being down only 44-36 at halftime. However, the Blue Demons
caught on fire, shooting 58 . 1
percent in the second half and
blew out Saint Mary's for a final
score of 96-68. Despite being
out rebounded by fifteen, Saint
Mary's head coach Paul Thomas
said that his team is "capable
of doing some positive things"

and that he was pleased with the
team's effort.
Fortunately, the Gaels did not
have to dwell on the tough loss
for too long: they faced Montana
in the consolation game the next
day. Montana, who lost to Samford the previous day, was evenly
matched with Saint Mary's, as the
game saw nine ties and seven lead
changes. Despite being down by
four at half-time and down three
with 51 seconds left in the game,
the Gaels never backed down.
Down 65-62, Jasmine Smith
hit a game tying three-pointer
and helped her team force a stop
on the next Grizzlies possession.
With 30 seconds left, the Gaels

got the ball back and ran down
the clock for the last shot. Smith
took and missed her shot, but
Carli Rosenthal was there for the
rebound and the put-back at the
buzzer for a 67-65 win.
Even though Saint Mary's
won, there is room for improvement. The team shot only 38.2
percent from the field and 74
percent from the line. What they
couldn't do on offense, the Gaels
made up for on defense, holding
Montana to a mere 33.3 percent
shooting.
After a few days of rest, Saint
Mary's travels to UC Santa Barbara for their game on Thursday
the 17 at 6:00.

The senior goalkeeper came up big this
weekend with two
shutouts over LMU
and USD to lead the
Gaels to their first
West Coast Conference title.
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Go Gaels!

Champions!
Gaels tournament-bound after defeating San Diego for title

Why tiring Joe
Paterno was the
best decision for
college football
Josh Mandell
---Staff Writer

Max Crowell/COLLEGIAN and smcgaels.com

Jorge Cabeza (bottom) scored the lone goal in the game, sending men's soccer to the NCAA Tournament for the second time in three years.

bV Dominic Smith
Contributing Writer

Public Safety swarmed the soccer field to protect the referees
Friday afternoon after the Gaels
beat Loyola Marymount University 1-0. The coach and 4 other
players were ejected via red cards
in the second half, and some players were chasing the referee after

the match.
The Gaels got ahead early in
the fifth minute with a cross from
Julian Godinez on to Auggie
Cazarez for the header. That lone
goal proved to be the game winner
as Saint Mary's held possession for
most of the game. All in twelve
minutes in the second half, LMU's
coach and 4 other players earned
red cards for their unlawful behav-

ior throughout the match.
In the last five minutes, LMU
only had seven players on the field,
which is the minimum amount of
people that is required to continue
playing. The Gaels were literally
running circles around their opponent until the clock ran out. They
were one win away from claiming
the wee title and an automatic
bid in the NCAA tournament.

Gaels sweep matches in final home

With momentum from their last
win, the Gaels were approaching a
must win game against University
of San Diego on Sunday. Saint
Mary's performed without fail,
topping USD 1-0.
It was senior day, which made
it even more of a valuable match
for the Gaels. Once again, Saint
Mary's came out with a bulldog-
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Sympathy and pity for Joe
Paterno? Are you kidding me?
I understand that this man has
changed college football and his
illustrious career will likely be unmatched, but to keep quiet about
a scandal involving sexual assult
of young boys is simply inexcusable. After a graduate assistant
informed Paterno of the child
molestation act that happened in
the Penn Sate locker room committed by Jerry Sandusky, Paterno
decided it would be best to keep
it a secret from authorities. These
boys are scarred permanently.
Should there be no justice for
them? Paterno apparently suggests not.
After 409 victories, Paterno
ends his career as the all time
winning coach in the history of
collegiate football. His record
as a person however is a losing
one. The 84-year-old recently
announced that he would be
retiring at the end of the season.
Ultimately, this means he is going
to mosey on out of the spotlight
with no consequences. That is
what kills me, it should not even
be a question. This is why firing
him immediately was the best
decision.
It amazes me that a coach
who prides himself on honor
and modesty could hold his head
high while knowing he is putting
children's safety in jeopardy. This
man is a father. Has he no heart?
As the scandal continues to
unfold, I hope to see legal action
taken against Paterno, and justice
to be served. It is not just that he

PATERNO

wee games of season

Tinsley leads Volleyball to wins over BYU and Pepperdine, extends win streak to five games
SlmonTrvma
Assistant Sports Editor

A great run at the end of league
play for a team loaded with underclassmen, the Saint Mary's volleyball team is positioning itself for a
title run next year. After splitting
the previous two matchups with
BYU in Provo, with each team
winning by a set score of 3-0, the
Gaels gave a rude welcome to
the Cougars in their first trip to
McKean Pavilion on November
1O'h as members of the West Coast
Conference. Dominating fast and
early, the Gaels jumped out to a 5-1
lead and took the first set 25-14.
Behind a career-high five service
aces from junior Lauren Corp, and
a match-high 14 kills from sophomore Jordan Shaw, Saint Mary's
held on to sweep BYU by a final
score of 25-14, 25-21, 25-23.
With the # 14 ranked Pepperdine
Waves having all but locked up the

WCC title, the Gaels played their
most complete game of the year,
sweeping three sets 25-21, 25-22,
25-22. After early dominance by
Saint Mary's to start the first set
7-1, Pepperdine stormed back to
make the first set, and the ensuing
two sets close. But the Gaels never
faltered, and despite having less
kills than the Waves, managed to
win each set. Freshman Samantha
Tinsley had her best game this
year with nine kills, seven digs,
and seven blocks. In the third set
she·combined with Junior Gabby
Jolly for four huge blocks that
helped seal the match and extend
the win streak.
After starting out 0-4 in Conference play, Saint Mary's has
won nine out of eleven, and has
a chance to make it ten of twelve
next Saturday at Santa Clara
when it concludes league play.
The Gaels finish their season on
November 26 at home against
Seattle University.
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Samantha Tinsley had her best day as a Gael in an upset win over 14th ranked Pepperdine.

